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RIGHT NOW

1_KNIGHT WARE

5_BEVELLED EDGE

Elegantly scalloped edges
form the armour-like
silhouette of the aptly
named ‘Shield’ mirror, POA.
traviswalton.com.au

Made using traditional
hand-cut methods, the ‘Oval
Jewelled’ mirror, POA, by
Melbourne-based designer
Di Riddell, is like an oversized
piece of jewellery. in-ex.com.au

2_POLISHED CRYSTAL

Tom Dixon’s ‘Gem’ mirror,
POA, was informed by the
facets of semi-precious
gemstones and silver ingots.
dedece.com.au

6_BRIGHT EYED

The ‘Illuminated’ mirror,
$4600, made by Stilnovo in
the 50s integrates a lighting
element that radiates a warm
glow. nicholasandalistair.com

3_UP BRAID

The ‘Raperonzolo’ mirror
by Atelier Oi for Zanotta,
$1773, is framed in
interwoven cowhide.
spacefurniture.com.au
4_TALL AND SLENDER

Thanks to the angled top
Maxalto’s ‘Psiche’ floor
length mirror, $4375, can
be leaned against a wall
making it ideal for use
in a dressing room.
spacefurniture.com.au

Reflect
action
Not just for preening, mirrors capture

LUCY WEARS CHLOÉ BLOUSE
AND CAMILLA AND MARC
PANTS FROM DAVID JONES.

light and add dimension to interiors.
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PORTRAIT BY SEAN FENNESSY
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T H E R I G H T M I R R O R can brighten, add dimension, and enhance the beauty
of a room. Interior designer Travis Walton (pictured with Belle interior
design editor Lucy McCabe) uses mirrors as a tool to add depth to a room.
“The key thing to remember is what will be in the reflection. The image
of an outdoor landscape is always much more exciting than one showing
a white plaster wall,” he explains. traviswalton.com.au
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9_WHAT A LEGEND

7_GLOWING TRIBUTE

8

Tinted in a warm copper hue, Menu’s ‘Gridy
Me’ table mirror, $220, will provide
nostalgic-style reflections. safariliving.com
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7

Taking cues from
a set of illustrations
inspired by travels
in Sicily, entitled
Gods and Other
Myths, Blakebrough
+ King’s ‘Zeus’ mirror,
$2750, depicts the
Greek God as
a swan. criteria
collection.com.au
10_ON AN ANGLE

8_SOLAR SYSTEM

Crafted in Italy
in the 50s, this
curved asymmetric
brass framed mirror,
$4950, is an elegant
statement piece.
nicholasandalistair.
com

Framed by a striking bamboo
sunburst surround, this
mirror, $130, will introduce
a relaxed coastal vibe to
a space. safariliving.com

11_CHEST PIECE

The ‘Medallion’
mirror, $1650,
by design studio
Rooms, deserves
pride of place
on a wall.
rossanaorlandi.com
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12_NIGHT PLAY

14

Michael Anastassiades’ penchant for
circular themes and reflective surfaces
shows in his polished gold-plated ‘Beauty’
mirror (above). hubfurniture.com.au

When lit, the
pleated metalic
frame surrounding
the ‘All Saints’
mirror, $1500,
creates a suffused
play of refractions
spacefurniture.com.au
13_MEDAL WINNER
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The ‘Pride’ gold
glazed ceramic
mirror, approx
$4285, by Nika
Zupanc for Sé
London, was inspired
by the Olympics and
sports clubs.
se-collections.com
14_VULCANOLOGY

15_NATURALLY YOU
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‘Only Me’ by Philippe Starck
for Kartell, is a series of
mirrors, $415/each, encased
in a slim transparent
coloured frame that embraces
the beauty of natural light.
spacefurniture.com.au

Mixing hand-dyed
sand, powdered glass
and cement, ‘Drift’
mirror by Fernando
Mastrangelo, POA,
references the
aesthetic of natural
earth formations.
fernandomastrangelo.
com

